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     Years of Mastering Mobility
American Logistics can seamlessly manage your non-emergency 
transportation benefit leveraging our proprietary technology platform, network 
of operation centers and quality provider networks. Our number one objective 
is to provide a great experience for your staff and members alike. 
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Driving a successful transportation 
benefit takes a combination of partners, 

technology, people and legacy 
knowledge. We deliver a first-class 
experience with real-time reporting  

for visibility.

These technology hubs powered 
with expert trained staff are 

something to see! Our operation 
centers are located nationwide 

delivering a backbone of facilitation 
while monitoring activity 24/7. Think 

command center for all  
your mobility activity.

The American Logistics Safety 
Society is built around every 
aspect of our business. From 

HIPAA compliance of data, vetting 
our professional networks, or how 

we implement workflows and 
efficiencies, our safety stamp  

is a top priority.

Our (SOC 2 Certified) technology 
platform exists to enable a safe, 

documented transportation 
management system for your 

organization. Access our network 
of vetted providers, scheduling, 

member verification, custom 
reporting, billing, real-time tracking, 
AI powered intelligence, and 24/7 
monitoring so nothing is missed.





 

How we do this...
A systematic approach to transportation

Our approach to transportation management enables us to evolve with 

the changing landscape. We understand how fast our world is moving 

from ride-share to autonomous vehicles. Seamless integrations to our 

vast driver network, Real-time geo-fencing, enabling pick-up punctuality 

and ensuring accountability are just a few key features our proprietary 

applications do for your organization when partnering with us.

TECHNOLOGY
Innovative tech 
platform that 

creates efficiency 
and accountability  

PEOPLE
Our teams thrive on 
a culture of service

PROCESS
Agile to adapt with 
your business and 

landscape

PARTNERS
Versatile ecosystem 

of transportation 
providers 

EXPERIENCE
Proven 

methodologies 
from legacy 
experience  

A little about us
American Logistics was founded in 2006, but our roots in the 

transportation industry date back over 50 years. We provide 

transportation management in 18 states to healthcare payers 

and providers (NEMT/NMT) and Government (paratransit/dial-a-

ride for municipalities). Owing to our reputation, the company is 

synonymous with reliable and punctual passenger-centric services.

The company is not only forward-thinking in terms of our 

technology but also in our corporate values putting people first 

and engendering a workplace of authenticity and transparency. 

We take social responsibility seriously by fostering innovative 

transportation solutions to help reduce the carbon footprint of any 

transportation program. 

Our brand attributes 
Be Genuine – Strive to say and do the right thing. Stay humble, be 

forthright and honest in your interactions.

Put People First – Care for individuals more than processes or profit. 

Create solutions and provide experiences that improve lives. 

Foster Transparency – We build our brand on trust. Acknowledge 

successes and accept responsibility for shortcomings and work 

towards solutions. 

Stay Relevant – Learn, progress and innovate. Continue to forge 

thought leadership through a changing landscape.

Maintain Tenacity – Be diligent and determined. Relentless 

dedication to performance, execution and accountability. 

Teamwork – Leverage partnership. When people of goodwill labor 

cooperatively in a honest and dedicated way, there is no end to 

what can be accomplished.
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